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Overview
More than 25 years...
Kaelis is the world’s leading independent provider of on-board products,
services and solutions, serving 1.5 billion passengers from more than
100 airlines and railway companies in more than 55 countries, with an
experience of more than 25 years contributing to customers’ success.
The multinational company specialises in: sourcing, designing,
developing, manufacturing and delivering products worldwide
as well as providing consulting services for on-board services.
Kaelis was founded in 1997. Over the years, Kaelis has enhanced
its global footprint by opening several offices around the world.
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Strategy
Vision

Mission

To be the most preferred
supplier by choice and to be
the leading supplier in the OBS
global market by 2022.

To partner actively with our
customers to improve travel
experience globally, byhelping them
reduce costs, improve their quality
of service and competitiveness and
minimise risks, always focusing on
sustainability.

Values
Trust & Mutual Respect
Value Creation
Passion
Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)

Global Team Player
Commitment
Integrity
Innovation & Continuous
Improvement (Kaizen)

Sustainability

Industry Recognition
Awards
Kaelis is the only company in the world that has won all four
main Onboard Services Industry Awards during the year of 2018:
The Mercurys, OBH, Travel Plus and PAX International. This is a
unique recognition as no other company has EVER achieved it.

In 2019, Kaelis was the only company to receive all 3 awards - OBH, PAX
and Travel Plus - in 2019 with a single product. No other single project won
all these three awards. This same year, there was not a Mercury’s edition.

In 2020, Kaelis won four awards: Air France’s Coat Hanger by OBH, Air
Canada Kids Kit by PAX International and Air Europa won two awards
the best Business Class Amenity Kit by OBH and PAX International.

Kaelis Figures
+1,5 Billion

passengers are using
our products
each year

+100

airline & train
companies

Our largest
customer owns
+850 airplanes

We serve

+55 Countries
Globally

+25
Years

of experience

+2,000

Shipments
a year

Our customers
total +150
Skytrax stars

Overall female
gender ratio
65.8% %

+6,500

followers
in Social Media

15 Languages
spoken

Services
Product Design
& Development

Logistics

Sourcing &
Purchasing

Factory
Audits

Manufacturing

Supply Chain
Management

Integrated
Onboard
Consulting
Services

Quality
Control

Eco- Friendly
Consulting
Services

Already Trust Us

...among others

Products
First & Business

Economy &
Premium Economy

Comfort

Comfort

• Amenity Kits
• Beddings & Pyjamas
• Headrest Covers
• Hot Towels

Headphones:

Noise cancelling

•
•
•
•

Headphones:
• Earbuds
• Clip-on
• Headsets

• Active
• Passive

Tableware & Linen

Tableware & Linen

• Chinaware
• Glassware
• Silverware
• Linen
• Trays

• Rotable Tray Setups
• Disposable Plastics &
Packaging Solutions
• Lunch Boxes
• Ovenable Casseroles		
-RHT
-C-Pet
-Paper
• Non-skid Tray Mats
• Plastic Cutlery Sets
• Coasters & Napkins

Patented Coat Hanger
• 2 Wheels
• 3 Wheels

Cabin Equipment
• Accessories
• Atlas & Kssu Drawers
• Atlas & Kssu Racks
• Beverage Jugs
• Bread Baskets
• Comb Dividers
• Drop Stoppers
• Ice Buckets
• Oven Racks
• Stirrers
• Thermos
• Trays
• Wine Openers

Amenity Kits
Blankets / Pillows
Headrest Covers
Refreshing Towels

Others
• Air Sickness Bags
• Bathroom Amenities
• Plastic Bags
• Toilet Seat Covers
• Toys For Kids
-Branded
-Non-branded
• Trash Compactors
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Mission ECO
ECO-Strategies
Recyclable

Rotable

Recycling is the process of
converting waste materials
into new materials and objects.

Item that can be repeatedly
and economically reused to a
fully serviceable condition.

Compostable
Compostable means that a product is capable of
disintegrating into natural elements in a compost
environment, leaving no toxicity in the soil.

Products
Kaelis provides many Eco-Friendly products and solutions. Eco-Friendly products
are those that have less of an impact on the environment or are less detrimental
to human health than traditional
equivalents. They are:
• Typically formed or part-formed from
recycled components;
• Manufactured in a more energyconservative way; and
• Supplied to the market with less
packaging, or manufactured from
local materials to reduce the need for
transportation and reduce carbon
footprints.

Biodegradable Compostable

Recyclable

Organic/Bio

Eco-Friendly

Lightweight Reduce Plastic
Waste

Reinforces
CSR

ECO Categories
Single-Use Products
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cutlery Sets;
Cups;
Hot Drink Cups;
Casseroles;
Bowls and Plates;
Lids; and
Others.

Packaging
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paper bags;
Carton boxes;
Utility Bags;
Paper Strap;
Envelopes;
Flow packaging; and
Cotton bags.

Other Products from the Galley

Re-Use
• rPET Blanket; and
• Amenities.

Innovation
Bassú, our Innovative Creation
Bassú is a light, ergonomic and above all useful tray: with a small slot that solves
space problems in the folding tray onboard. Now, you can have your device at
hand without taking up too much space and without being a hindrance.
Kaelis has developed a new tray, on which you can dock your device, while
enjoying your food onboard. Your smartphone or tablet can rest on this
magnificent tray, the solution to continue enjoying the entertainment on your
device hands free, while eating comfortably.

Ultra-Stackable Disposable Food Containers
Kaelis oven-ready disposable food containers key advantages are:
• Reduce storage space by 67% as stacking space is reduced from 5mm to 1mm,
warehousing, transportation unloading and transit packaging costs.
• Mono material, improving food protection (no migration).
• Easy to de-nest. Suitable for standard de-nesting machines.
• Made of up to 70% recycled plastic and it can be included in a PET recycling
system.
• Premium shapes, textures and dual colour available.
100 Tray Stacking Comparison
with Different Inner-space Stacking
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mm

Eco
Friendly

Cold Food
Friendly
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Friendly

Microwave
Friendly

-40ºC to
220ºC

Better
Quality

1

mm

Available in
any colour

Recyclable

Our Blanket Used to be a Plastic Bottle!
PET or polyethylene terephthalate, is the most used type of plastic in the
production of beverage containers and it can be recycled into many new
products.
Although it has its origin in
petroleum, one of its main
characteristics is that it is
easily recyclable, so it can
be used several times.
PET is considered a highly
recyclable plastic. Once
it has been recycled, it
becomes RPET. DEKU is
our recyclable polar fleece
blanket. A soft, warm and
eco-friendly way to feel
comfortable, while flying.

Ice Bucket for Trolleys
This customised ice bucket is designed to be placed on top of trolleys during
service. When the lid is open, you can get additional space by using the lid to
hold: glasses, lemons, napkins or mixers.
Another great advantage is that up to three ice buckets can be stored in a
single box (S.U.). It can be easily stored inside airplane standard units, trolleys
or galleys. Three kilos of ice can be stored per ice bucket for more than 8 hours
- when kept closed.

Professional
Service

Time Saver

Improve
Passenger
Experience

Better
Design

Elegant

Better
Quality

Better
Available in
Corporate
any colour
Brand & Identity

Rotable High Temperature Casserole
We have developed a new material for plastic casseroles called Rotable
High Temperature (RHT) that perfectly matches all OBS requirements.
This is a very stylish product that will improve your Economy class hot meal
service.

New
material

Disposable 100% Cotton Linen Products
The disposable cotton linen products are made of a very stylish material
and their visual impact is amazing.
The disposable linen material is 33% lighter than the rotable linen and
apart from their visual impact, there is also a very important environmental
impact that we would like to share with you.

Business Class Coat Hanger
It is an elegant time saver whose practicality simplifies first and business
class passenger boarding, efficiently reducing the chances of misplacing
the passenger’s belongings.
Our business class hanger has two or three wheels built-in depending on
how many business rows you need. All you need to do is turn its wheels to
enter your passenger’s seat number before hanging up their jacket.
With this device there is no need for the crew to collect passengers’
boarding pass anymore.

Rack Dispenser
The rack dispenser is an accessory hanged on the side of the drawer on top
of the trolley to get additional storage not only for products of dinning and
catering services but also for Buy-on-Board products.
Promotional items can be easily seen, because the rack dispenser is
transparent and it is located at a very privileged position on the top of the
trolley - at the level of the customer’s eyes.

Advertising Trolley Hanger
This advertising trolley hanger is placed on the side of the trolley to promote
third-party advertising or buy-on-board sales. Advertisement can be slid into
the hanger to avoid placing stickers on
the trolleys.
Besides, ads can be easily switched by
changing one advertisement cardboard
for another on the trolley.
Its slim, light and strong design makes
it easy to store inside a trolley or in
cabin storages. Full and half trolley
compatible models are available.

Advertising Headrest Cover
The advertising headrest cover has a transparent compartment in the back. This
compartment makes it easy for advertisement to be changed, since ads can be
slid in and out quickly.
These headrest covers are manufactured to specific customer requirements and
can be made of leather or PVC.

SEIUN Essentials
SEIUN Essentials is about the sensory experience. Each creation takes you to
a journey within a journey. The materials, the ingredients and the scents used
in creating our cosmetics and comfort products aim to put you at the center of
the Universe.

Why SEIUN?
The name SEIUN from the Japanese for nebula, and stems from the idea of
curing the environment.
SEIUN Essentials is a unisex products line designed and created for people in
love with the idea of travelling.
SEIUN Essentials Cosmetics have the perfect composition, size and design to
become the perfect travel companion.
Additionally, our brand also creates the finest, the most efficient and the most
beautiful high-quality textile products, such as: pajamas, blankets, face masks,
slippers etc.

Travel
Lovers

High-Quality
Textiles

Cosmetics

Amenity Kit

Versatile
Applications

For
Passengers

Eye Mask

Scent

Pillow

Improve
Passenger
Experience
Pyjamas

Sleepers

Blankets

The Environment and You
We only have one world, and it is one that we want to travel on, to know, to love
and to experience at its fullest, that is why SEIUN has a purpose of delivering
products that are always getting more eco-friendly than before.

Environmentally
Friendly

Contact SEIUN for more information.
“Don’t wait any longer, let’s fly together now”

Contact us
sales@kaelisgroup.com
(+34) 91 128 80 00
vimeo.com/kaelis
@kaelisworld
linkedin.com/company/kaelis
instagram.com/kaelisworld
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www.kaelis.world

